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favorite ytstv.me: terminator 2: judgment day (1991) trailer report please help us to describe the
issue so we can fix it asap. it's nothing personal. nearly 10 years have passed since sarah connor

was targeted for termination by a cyborg from the future. now her son, john, the future leader of the
resistance, is the target for a newer, more deadly terminator. once again, the resistance has

managed to send a protector back to attempt to save john and his mother sarah. *encoded/released
by..: 3li *title/year/language.: terminator 2 judgment day/1991/english *encoded/profile/level.: 2

pass/high/level 4.1 *codec/writing library.: mpeg-4 avc/h264/x264 *container.: mkv *file size.: 10 gb
*resolution=width/height.: 1920x800 pixels *duration.: 2h 35min 55sec *bit rate.: 7070 kb/s *scan

type.: progressive *bits/(pixel*frame).: 0.192 *aspect ratio/frame rate.: 2.40:1/23.
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language: english imdb.rotten tomatoes.com.type: action, science fiction, fantasy runtime: 108 min
country: united states director: james cameron stars: john connor (edward furlong), sarah connor

(linda hamilton), t-101 (arnold schwarzenegger), t-1000 (robert patrick), kyle reese (michael
biehn)terminator 2 judgment day yts torrent download in 720p high quality. the future has been

altered by the events of the first terminator, which sent the terminator, a cyborg assassin, back in
time to kill sarah connor in the future. while time is not rewritten, only a few years are erased and

the robots look like they are from a different time. as a result of this, a new humanoid, the t-1000, is
created by skynet, whose mission is to kill the new john connor so that the human race won't

continue. the t-1000 is built of an alloy that allows it to change shape, as well as the fact that its
body is capable of imitating any form it touches. the son of sarah and john is raised by a scientist

named dr. silberman who is providing security at the mother's and son's home, although he is also
fascinated by the new john connor. unfortunately, silberman is also part of the conspiracy to kill the
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john connor. language: english imdb. rotten tomatoes.com. type: action, science fiction, fantasy
runtime: 108 min country: belgium, usa director: james cameron stars: john connor (edward furlong),

sarah connor (linda hamilton), t-101 (arnold schwarzenegger), t-1000 (robert patrick), kyle reese
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